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4 You
Comfortable during the day and during 
the night, cozy when we’re alone and 
hospitable when friends come to visit.
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Create new space and blend your bedroom with your living 
room. Thanks to the ingenuity of our designers, the bed from 
4 You collection combines functions of many pieces of 
furniture and its aesthetics makes it fit into even the 
smallest spaces.

Complementing accessories enhance the character 
of the interior and also allow you to store various items. 

A functional 
solution tailored 
to your needs.
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Additional recesses on the sides of the 
bed and a convenient storage unit under 
the mattress allow you to use 100% of the 
area occupied by the bed.

Take advantage the convenience 
of connecting the parent’s bed 
with a baby crib.

Enjoy your homely library, available 
at your at your fingertip, thanks to 
combination of a bookcase 
with a headboard.

Accessories of your choice, 
might be hanged on a side 
ladder.  

You don’t need additional 
furniture to store your bedding 
– use the compartment behind 
the headboard.

Who said a bed 
is only for sleeping?

Family command 
center in a bedroom.
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Go to the cinema 
to watch a movie 
without leaving 
your bed.

A cinema room in your bedroom? It’s possible with 
the 4 You collection: drop the curtains, put a projector 
on a bookshelf, make yourself comfortable 
– the show is ready to start!

Thanks to the bed’s additional features, you can create 
relaxing atmosphere and ambience in your bedroom every day.
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Makes you want 
to remain seated.

This table supports your passions! A specially designed recess 
in the table’s center and six drawers located between a double 
table top, make it easy to store and organize.

Fresh herbs or the opportunity to warming up meals encourage 
celebrating and cooking along with family and friends.
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Table of 
our times.

In the central part of  
a table, there is a recess 
for herbs, tea lights 
or flowers.

Two-sided drawers 
give a choice of fronts’ 
colors (white and oak).

Wooden legs 
and safe rounded 
corners.

Three 
table sizes.

A new table tailored to the 
dynamics of life at home.

Large, modern table is much more than 
a place to have meals. It is a central area 
for meetings, work, study and play for 
a whole family. It cannot be replaced.
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Capacity 
in size XXL

In our wardrobe none centimeter 
will not be wasted. To even enlarge 
its capacity you can add a side 
bookcase. 

The wardrobe folding doors ensure full access to everything you store there
and facilitates both organizing and sorting clothes. Additionally, you can equip 
your wardrobe with a variety of functional accessories.

A pull-out hanger and drawers 
make taking clothing out of the 
wardrobe even easier, and the 
folding doors facilitate opening 
and save space in a room.

It’s more than wardrobe… 
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The dressing table can be easily 
configured by resting it on either 
our low chest of drawers or two-sided 
bookcase. By adding a mirror and 
a mobile holder you’ll easily turn 
a desk into a dressing table.

A dressing table is a universal piece of furniture, which can also 
function as a workspace at home. It can be supported by either a 
low chest of drawers or a two-sided bookcase. A mirror and a holder 
perfectly complement the dressing table.

The 4 You collection contains a desk as well, with functional 
containers. The cover is a unique organiser, and turned upside down, 
it expands the desktop.

The dressing table can be easily 
configured by resting it on either 
our low chest of drawers or two-sided 
bookcase. By adding a mirror and 
a mobile holder you’ll easily turn 
a desk into a dressing table.

A living room or a bedroom with a place to work.
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Nothing will be 
the same ever. 

Full freedom 
of choice.

Storage can be 
creative. Personalize 
your furniture by adding 
boxes.

Multipurpose boxes can be used as a part 
of the furniture, serving as storage for 
accessories, documents or jewellery. 
The same boxes may form an individual 
piece of furniture, if stacked and locked 
using special clamps. The way you need it.

Create your furniture using boxes of two sizes 
and available in three colors: oak, grey or marine.
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Single door wardrobe 

w57,5/d42/h206 cm

Table bench 

w170/d36/h46 cm

Bed 120

w128/d208/h106 cm

TV stand 

w187/d42/h35 cm

Tall side quadruple wardrobe

w57/d22/h206 cm

w57/d22/h240 cm

w57/d22/h260 cm

Side ladder

w30/d2/h171 cm

Low side wall bookcase

w42/d22/h118,5 cm

Drawer bed

w198/d65/h29 cm

Cupboard 

w145/d42/h118,5 cm

Textile cushion for bed headboard

w158/d8/h55 cm

Cushion for bench

w169/d36 cm
Sideboard

w99,5/d42/h118,5 cm

Wide chest of drawers

w187/d42/h69 cm

Dressing table

w142/d42/h72,5 cm

Low chest of drawers

w120/d42/h70 cm

Coffee table

w80/d80/h35 cm

Chest of drawers

w75/d42/h126,5 cm

Bedside table 

w40,5/d42/h55,5 cm

Double door wardrobe

w92/d42/h206 cm

Desk 140

w142/d63,5/h78,5 cm

TV shelf

w131,5/d40,5/h54 cm

Upper ladder

w167/d25,5/h4,5 cm

Double door wardrobe II 

w100/d57/h206 cm

Double bed with lifted frame 

or wooden floor

w168/d208/h106 cm

Table 200x100

w200/d100/h76 cm

Tall side wall bookcase

w42/d22/h206 cm

Quadruple wardrobe 

w180/d57/h206 cm

w180/d57/h241 cm

w180/d57/h261 cm

Double canopy bed with lifted 

frame or wooden floor

w168/d208/h206 cm

Extendable table 140x100

w139-179-219/d100/h76 cm

Narrow glass cabinet

w40/d42/h206 cm

Double canopy bed with shelving unit 

and lifted frame or wooden floor

w168/d238/h206 cm

Table 10x100

w100/d100/h76 cm

Drawer for table

w51/d36/h8 cm

Doublesided bookcase

w168/d40,5/h206 cm

Wide bookcase

w92/d40,5/h206 cm

Wardrobe corner

w105/d103,5/h206 cm

Single canopy bed

w208/d97,5/h207,5 cm

Create your space as you want it. Find inspiration 
and practical solutions at: voxfurniture.com

Hammock for infant

Organiser

w32/d32/h12,5 cm

Cot 4 You by VOX 120

w65/d124,5/h105,5 cm

Cube chest

w31,5/d41/h31,5 cm

Small chest

w31,5/d41/h16 cm

Elongated shelf

w80,5/d27/h44 cm
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Wall mirror

w69/d12/h50 cm

Bent chair

w45/d50/h85 cm

Closer chair

w45/d56/h82 cm

Organizer POCKET Fabric

w30/h47,5 cm

Organizer SLIDE Fabric

w30/h54 cm

Storage bed unit

w51/d15/h31,5 cm

Standing mirror

w49,5/d10/h159,5 cm

Clip for connecting wall shelves 

w1,5/d3,5/h2,5 cm

Cover for Closer armchair seat

w42/d52/h5 cm

Covering for table legs

w50/d10 cm

Covering for bench legs

w40/d10 cm

Transverse shelf

w65/d25/h54 cm
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voxfurniture.com

Meble VOX sp. z o.o. sp. k.
ul. Gnieźnieńska 26/28

62-006 Kobylnica

Poland


